
First Ever Global Virtual Partner Event brings World-Wide
Clavister Channel Partners Together on October 7-8
Örnsköldsvik, Sweden, 6 October 2020. Clavister, a leader in high performance cybersecurity solutions, is
set to launch its first global channel event, a virtual gathering of its reseller network from its 150 countries
from where it operates. 

Clavister’s channel business is one of the key drivers of the company’s revenue and as such, informing them of the latest product
and solution developments, strategies and commercial opportunities is a critical activity that is necessary for continued growth.
However, due to COVID-19, physical events that were conducted before in various regional markets had to be rethought and a
new strategy was formed. That strategy was to use the power of new collaborating and virtual events tools to bring—for the first
time—the entire global network of Clavister partners into a single, unified event bringing the full power of Clavister’s Marketing &
Products Office and sales professionals to the resellers. 

Clavister Protects Virtual Partner Days has seen approximately 500 signups of partners (Platinum, Gold, Silver and registered) as
well as distributors, a new record for the company. 

Marcus Murray, the most recognized expert on security and one often used by media to explain cyber attacks, is the VIP keynote
speaker along with a plethora of Clavister speakers and presentations.

“We’re excited by the overwhelming response to this event,” says Andreas Åsander, Vice President of Sales at Clavister. “It’s an
even higher registration than we anticipated and we’ve seen that it’s much higher one than other vendors hosting similar virtual
events. Our resellers will get energized with great talks and demos and walk out ready to sell Clavister to their end customers,
helping them use our technology to stay cyber safe in these COVID-19 times. All credit to our Chief Marketing & Products Officer
Johan Edlund and his team for creating such a world class event,” he notes as excitement mounts for the event that will commence
on Thursday. 

To read more about Clavister Protects Virtual Partner Days here

For more information, contact 
Sam Coleman
Global Communications Manager
sam.coleman@clavister.com

About Clavister
Clavister is a leading European cybersecurity vendor with over 20 years of experience. Seated in Sweden, the company has
customers—communication service providers, governments, enterprises and service providers in more than 150 countries.
Clavister provides unique connectivity and security solutions to connect and protect their digital assets and secure business
continuity. The stock, Clavister Holding AB, is listed at Nasdaq First North, Growth Markets. FNCA Sweden AB is the
Company’s Certified Advisor (+46 8-528 00 399, e-mail: info@fnca.se). For more information, please visit www.clavister.com. 


